Merkel's Stasi environment

From Rolf Ehlers - translation by Google

If we want to assess what we can expect from a man asking we always only afterwards, when he hekommt since. We are looking for a picture of him to make as we explore the environment in which someone in the past lived, what were his friends and relatives and what their Beliefs were and are. Not to do so would mean to be naive about ... We But German voters are left in the dark about it for years, from which environment is because our chancellor. None of the relevant papers has also reported more than superficially, until now the magazine on Switzerland 05/29/2008 headline: "German Chancellor Angela Merkel a Stasi spy?"

Showed in the talk show hosted by Anne Will, Oskar Lafontaine, who because of his violent attacks Fermented Gysi as its alleged cooperation with the Stasi informers exposed to saw out that the Chancellor Merkel was himself, which had been an activist of the DDR system. Information that was buried in the archives and after the change in the large Exterminations were not sunk, many have been known for years. Their publication is not opportune. Apparently it like influential people in the newsroom, and publishers or those who have power over them to protect women against all attacks Merkel. Whether these people themselves know, over whom they hold there hands?

The integration with the East German regime by Angela Dorothea Kasner, who with her first husband's name Merkel took and kept it after entering into the second marriage is to work closely with their family environment and together their personal and political friends, almost without exception, in league with the Stasi were. Play prominent roles her father, Horst Kasner, her companion of many years of life, Michael Schindhelm, Clemence de Maiziére and its progeny, Lothar de Maizière and Thomas de Maiziére, Wolfgang Schnur, Manfred Stolpe, Klaus Gysi and Gunther Krause - with the exception of Thomas de Maiziére all whole blood stasis, if not rigorously proven, but suspected ...

The father: capitalists eaters in church policy

Merkel's father, Horst Kasner was not, a humble parish priest, but a great man in the GDR Church policy, in which he, together with the influential Clemence de Maiziére, a registered Informant of the Stasi, the East German churches ahead with plans operating, particularly elimination of the Protestant Church in the GDR of the Evangelical Church of the whole of Germany. He was a member of the Christian Peace Conference in Moscow (CRP) and directed by the State Security Weißenseer Working Group. He had all the freedoms that had only the fat cats, two cars and the right in go to the West. Behalf of the state, he ran a "national front" to Italy, where he publicly explained that the CPI alone could save this country. Your self-selected biography writer, the CDU Political scientist Gerd Langguth, which it is also reputed to that he was a serious analyst, announces that the Pastor Horst Kasner dominant his daughter Angela, "a decisive impact" have. Langguth describes the priest, who had moved in 1954
at the height of the Cold War, from West to East Templin, Brandenburg, and later in an important institution for the training of vicars led, as sympathizers of the communist state. His political views have nicknamed him there "red Kasner" introduced. Only in the late turnaround time, Angela Merkel began rapidly - so Langguth - from their "deeply enmeshed in the GDR system" to emancipate father.

Reported on the student Angela Kasner was the scheduled "IM Bachmann," which among other things, Havemann, that their "positive basic attitude towards Marxism-Leninism" is important. She organized yet Hermann Matern on the EOS as the leading pipe FDJ squad for the final event of their Abiturjahrgang. From the podium in the auditorium, they appealed for donations for the purchase of weapons for the FRELIMO rebels in Mozambique and other communist groups active in South Africa. (See geisteswelt.blogsome.com)

As they mastered the Russian language well, she was allowed to compete for international students Travel "Russian Olympics" to Moscow.

**The lovers and the workmate: a Stasi-IM**

On an exchange student in Moscow, she met the also sent there Physics students know Ulrich Merkel. Her own father did in the two years 1977th Four years later she was no longer satisfied with the marriage. After her graduation she worked at the Central Institute of Physical Chemistry, a division of the GDR Academy of Sciences in Berlin-Adlershof. During this time you have a longer An extended stay in Prague and private travel permitted by the Soviet Union.

In this time they got within the FDJ on the FDJ Friendship Council President and as member FDJ-circuit line to line FDJ secretary and was president of that Communist youth organization at the Academy of Sciences of the GDR. Her office she shared with one son Havemann, whose family separation and divorce of parents was hopelessly torn.

To their former work, she said later that she had organized the purchase of theater tickets. Their Function, and certainly her work was that of a secretary for agitation and propaganda. (See politik.de / forum /)

In working on her dissertation, she learned in her new neighbor in the Institute office Beloved, whom Michael Schindhelm. He and Merkel were from 1984 - 1986 working at the Academy of Sciences of the GDR in the elite center in Berlin Adlershof. Schindhelm was studying in Voronezh in 1978 in the Soviet Union, the Undertakings given as IM. Even Angela Merkel in 1978, a Undertaking of the Ministry for State Security of the GDR as Precondition for work on the GDR elite institution received. She claims that she would have been rejected.

**The political free-holder: registered and IMs and suspected Stasi**

With the exception of Helmut Kohl, was obviously completely matter where anyone came, and with Exception of the unspeakable Guenther Krause began with the fall of Merkel's rise to support consistently by people who had collaborated with the Stasi or always remained under suspicion. The are Wolfgang Schnur, chairman of Lothar unmasked as a Stasi of the Democratic Awakening (DA), Maiziere, the stands in Ruch, to be the IM Czerny, Manfred Stolpe, adopted in "Secretary," the in constant contact with the father of Gregor Gysi, Klaus Gysi, the Minister of State for Culture and Church Affairs of the GDR was.

Ironically, Klaus had to take it as a line officer in the board of the DA, of all cord and Lothar de
Maiziere, the father of Horst Kasner cronies Clemence de Maizière and Gunther Krause took occasion, Helmut Kohl for Angela Merkel to heat. The other way is known. Interestingly, that Merkel was speaking with his grandson, Thomas de Maiziere of Clemence de Maizière (Spezi her father) and took her own son Lothar de Maizière conveyor as chancellery minister in the government. Give and business for generations!

**The special case: Merkel's spying on the dissidents Robert Havemann - "IM Erika"**

Since 1976, the house was the most important internal GDR critic Robert Havemann of the Stasi with massive support from hundreds FDJ activists under surveillance. Quite obviously, was one day in 1980, Angela Merkel, who was already married and Merkel leading FDJ squad there. Because they can be seen in a photograph as she walks toward the heavily guarded house Havemann. This home located in a district of Berlin, where Merkel probably never had to do. Through her acquaintance with Son of the living away from home Havemann is they knew the relationship and have not have moved without a special intent there. But she can not dispel the strong suspicion. They stands but not to its past. Rather, she has led the loyal Birthler your authority, the photo in which everyone knew to rasterize. (See schweizmagazin.ch / news / - on 05.29.2008; spiegel.de / mirror / and de.indymedia.org /)

It is interesting that just Gregor Gysi, the Havemann legal action against the authorities of the GDR - and naturally also against the Stasi - responsible, as of the Merkel and her CDU Birthler Authority Stasi-Informant is presented. Yet his conversations were with the Stasi secret police in pursuit of the interests his client - and the success he had, by imposing loosening.

**The résumé**

We have a Chancellor, the whole of their personal environment and to their strange Rise up to the Chancellor full of people surrounded and was taken to determine the system of the GDR anchored were the most important ones in the service of national security.

It was not until the turn it has made for himself an opponent of the East German dictatorship. To then, she was loyal servant of the system in which they wanted to continue to rise. And such a woman plays be the judge of how weak natures Filbinger levels that can be used without complaint for the Nazi regime did, however, but still secretly intrigued? So much can be said that they no weak nature is. Because whatever it states as their credo, they also pursued with strong words - at least until the tide turns.

Would you wish your son a wife from whom they know to their lives, the Opposite of the learned and done, what matters now? It's not that everyone has Beliefs can change. But if he really succeeds and whether or not the retracted track him bring back later in the usual way, is open.
In Mrs Merkel, there are many reasons to assume that the GDR is for them not long dead. The best example is her speech last Bundestagswahlkampf in which she points out, that we do not discuss should, if you really want to monitor all public places with cameras. She thinks something should to "make easy". Just as the Stasi has never even asked before it acted. If we have a Chancellor have not worked up with the mentality of a Stasi-backer, It is not surprising that the State surveillance soon not look different than in the GDR.

Links:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3sWvmPjquCU
http://www.google.de/search?hl=de&q=merkel%20stasi
http://www.chronik-berlin.de/news/stasi_merkel.htm
http://www.readers-edition.de/2008/06/05/merkels-stasi-umfeld
http://www.chronik-berlin.de/news/merkel_02.htm
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